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About This Game

Laika 1.0 was not a success. You, Laika 2.0, are.

As Laika 2.0 you'll experience the life of a special biologically enhanced KGB chimpanzee agent.
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Title: Laika 2.0
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Studio Albatros
Publisher:
Drink7 Studios
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics:
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I love the game design and the graphics, playing it was very fun.. I love the game design and the graphics, playing it was very
fun.. I love the game design and the graphics, playing it was very fun.. Just completed level 2 and definitely enjoying this game.
It's a stealth/platform/puzzle game that will test both your reflexes and your brain. The graphic style is quite interesting and
original, harkening back to old ZX Spectrum-like aesthetic, with an interesting lighting system. Gameplay-wise, it might be
argued that the game becomes a bit frustrating/taxing even in the second level, but it never feels unfair, just more challenging
than the average. Controls are not perfect, but are better with the d-pad rather than with the analog stick. Overall I definitely do
reccomend this game. It's a pity it went mostly ignored at launch.. I love the game design and the graphics, playing it was very
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